
H o w - t o  c r e a t e  p r o f e s s i o n a l  

p h o t o s  o n  a n  i P h o n e  (  f o r  f r e e )

1. Choose a well-framed, engaging image that reflect the 'moment'. Pick the out-take where you're reaching
your hand out or laughing at the sun or fixing your dress because the wind's blowing it up. That is far more
engaging than a human smiling at a camera, like every boring school photo you've ever taken. Favourite a few
and then pick the winner out of the lineup. Ask a friend if you're not sure. Just remember to pick the one that
encapsulates the life of a moment, not just a moment in life.
 
 
2. Open your photo in Photoshop if you have it, or an app like Facetune, where you can brighten the image,
crop to Insta size, sharpen and groom it to be filtered. You should also adjust the overall colour if it's too
warm or cool. You can also paint in a blue-er sky, a pink-er dress, a more yellow flower and greener grass. You
could make your lips pop red and your smile shine brighter. You can add artificial lightbeams to make the
moment magic. In Facetune, or similar apps, you can even de-focus your background to give that depth of
field effect you would normally find in a DSLR camera photo. I would also remove any ugly spots like
someone's handbag sprawled on the grass, or a solo cup on your picnic blanket with Photoshop tools or the
blemish remover on Facetune. Make your image as 'perfect' and as pure as you can.
 
 
3. Once you've edited the raw image and highlighted everything that's already there, you get to do the
exciting part: Slap a filter on that bad boy! I use Lightroom but you can get mobile presets without paying for
a LR subscription, or you can use multiple filter apps like Afterlight, VSCO, Snapseed and so on. If this is your
first time editing a photo like this, choose a filter that you can see yourself setting up as your 'theme'. Are you
a warm, happy, over-exposed type of gal? Or a bright colours only, blue sky kinda guy? Whoever you are,
choose it with all your heart and don't turn back. The key to Insta-goals is to absolutely have an 'aesthetic'.
This will help all your images tie all together, look great on your profile and helps users identify whose photo
they're scrolling to and double- tapping on. It's like your favourite TV series; you can't wait to see the new
episode. 
 
 
4. After you've applied a bit of character, and you're totally proud of your image, you can go a step further, if
you feel the photo needs it, and add light flares and grain or dust and scratches. You can use Afterlight for
this. Go hard or go home. (But in saying that though, don't actually go too hard, it's okay to go home if you're
ready). Don't edit the absolute life out of your image. You can still make magic without over-doing it. You
should also add your photo into a grid app to make sure it looks cute next to its neighbour above and below! 
 
 
5. Put your phone down for five minutes and give yourself a pat on the back. Take a water break. That was
some good work. Now pick up your phone with fresh eyes and hold your photo with an outstretched arm to
make sure you love it. Is everything good? Or is it a little too warm, (make sure iphone users don't have night-
time brightness on, this distorts the colour), or maybe it's too contrasted? Not a worry. Throw that bad boy
onto Instagram and reduce warm-ness or contrast, whatever you need in the Instagram editor. Finally, when
you're ready to go, make sure you choose an engaging caption otherwise your efforts will have been for
nothing, dingus. Try telling a story or asking a question. Tag me in the image if you use my editing path so I
can give you feedback! Woo-hoo!


